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Jury Comment—Project is well resolved and the traffic problems are carefully handled. It is consistent with the program statement of needs and shows a good disposition of building masses.
THE DOMINION OF MAN

The policies we adopt with reference to waste and destruction of our soil and water resources will affect the history of our nation forever.

In every year of his existence on this planet, mankind has allowed his environment to be ravaged by disastrous floods and devastating destruction. Even today, man spends only a minute part of his energies in preventing this loss of precious resources which constitute an integral part of—in fact, the very basis of—all of our environment.

I know of thousands of people who decry the size of the federal debt because of the burden it places on our children of generations yet unborn, but sit idly by and do nothing to check the loss of our water and soil, which is depleting the wealth of posterity in an amount many, many times the size of this federal debt on which they focus their attention. This attitude gnaws at my conscience and I hope gnaws at the conscience of all of us. It demands correction if man is to exercise a competent dominion over nature.

With our present knowledge, this water could be retained in the general area where it falls, to serve an infinite number of useful purposes. This soil could be preserved for our children, out of which could continue to grow the food, the fiber, and the ornaments of our culture.

Do we have the sense of responsibility to deal effectively with the preservation of this vital foundation to our progress, our economy and our culture? In this ever increasingly complex world—a world of mushrooming urbanization, a world of assembly lines, mass production—we have unbelievable capability to erect buildings, then abandon them, build automobiles, machinery, and innumerable artifacts of our industrial structure, use them for a while, then abandon them to corrupt the landscape and replace nature's harmony and beauty with man made ugliness, thereby precipitating another environmental crisis.

Entrances to our major metropolitan areas, and even to many of our rural villages and towns, are marked and scarred by this debris which has been carelessly, recklessly, and irresponsibly abandoned or filed in outdoor warehouses to serve the whims of some exploiter.

Nature never creates anything but what she promptly destroys when the object of its creation has been served. So it must be with man if this civilization is to survive.

The Honorable FRANK B. MORRISON
Governor of Nebraska

(excerpt from Proceedings of Texas Conference on Our Environmental Crises, Proceedings available from School of Architecture, University of Texas)
SUMMARY—Texas Conference: Campus and University Planning by William J. Martin, Director of Facilities Planning, Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System.

Three hundred and sixty-nine architects and educators attended the recent campus planning conference at the Gunter Hotel in San Antonio which was jointly sponsored by the Coordinating Board of higher education in Texas and the Texas Society of Architects. Dr. Jack Williams briefly outlined the duties and responsibilities of the Coordinating Board as defined in the Higher Education Coordinating Act of 1965 and enumerated the principal research projects currently in progress for the Coordinating Board by Texas colleges and universities which will be incorporated into the master plan for higher education in Texas.

Dr. Harold Gores, President of Educational Facilities Laboratories, was the major speaker at the conference and suggested that our primary tasks in his opinion are as follows:

1. Reduce the current "Brain Drain” of Texas graduates to other states, which is a serious economic liability.
2. Study demography continuously to enable more accurate forecasting of needs.
3. Seek better ways and means to integrate and homogenize the campus with the community both academically and physically.

Dr. Charles Pinnell, Associate Dean, Texas A&M University, discussed his research efforts for the Coordinating Board concerning the “Systems Approach to College and University Planning.” He focused on the full range of institutional decision-making including academic, financial and physical plant planning. (The results of the six-volume study on this subject will be published and made available to all Texas colleges and universities this summer.)

Two case study presentations graphically illustrated the diversity that exists today in higher education programs and facilities which are planned to accommodate them. They were: Oakland Community College, Orchard Ridge Campus, Farmington, Michigan, Audio-tutorial approach to learning for 5,000 students, no classrooms, maximum use of audio, visual and
Sedge Thomson, Director of Facilities Planning and Construction, University of Washington, addresses case study session on Senior Colleges and Universities.

Left to right are George Harrell, FAIA, Regional Director, Texas Society of Architects; Dr. John Tirrek, President, Oakland Community College, Michigan; and Mace Tungate, FAIA, President, Texas Society of Architects.

Left to right are Tom Bullock, AIA, Chairman TSA Committee on Schools and College Architecture; Anthony G. Adinolfi, Hon. AIA, Manager of Planning, New York State Construction Fund; and Kenneth H. Ashworth, Assistant Commissioner for Federal Programs and Facilities Planning, Co-ordinating Board, Texas College and University System.
Texas Conference: Campus and University Planning

electronic devices to extend faculty members to every student. Labs open 14 hours per day with tutor in attendance. University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, a multiversity of over 30,000 students whose physical plant is an outgrowth of the 1909 International Exposition. Major revisions were necessary in development plans in 1921, 1927, 1934, 1949, 1961 to meet ever changing social conditions and academic emphasis.

Vice Chancellor Don Walker, U.T. System; David Kelly, Assistant Executive Secretary, Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools; and John Dozier, Vice President, Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota discussed and responded to the case study presentations and the previous conference sessions.

The luncheon session on Friday was climax ed by Anthony G. Adinolfi, Manager, State University of New York Construction Fund ($900 million worth of construction put in place in 1966), who said: “Unless there is a change in the existing system of funding higher education in Texas you will not be able to adequately meet the needs of projected enrollment increases presented to this audience by Dr. Williams yesterday. Under your present system only one thing is certain and that is as greater demands are placed upon the colleges and universities in the state to meet the needs of fast increasing numbers of students, the “pie will grow smaller and smaller.”

The 1966 AIA-EFL-HEW Higher Education Design Awards exhibit proved to be an effective backdrop for conference sessions which focused upon seeking ways and means to improve the “educational environment” through more meaningful design and planning.

Sponsors:

Coordinating Board
Texas College and University System

Texas Society of Architects
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

LIBERAL ARTS CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDING

Architect
KENNETH BENTSEN ASSOCIATES

Structural Engineer

Mechanical Engineer
Bovay Engineers

General Contractor
Warrior Constructors, Inc.
Architect's Statement

Realizing that a general classroom building is probably the most densely inhabited and well used structure on a typical campus, our client, "The Administration", requested from the outset that in addition to designing an economical and functional building, serious consideration should be given to designing a building which would be stimulating to experience.

Assuming that neither teaching methods nor size of classrooms can be considered as stable now or in the future, design theory for this building is based on maximum flexibility. The basic plan locates all fixed elements, such as columns, chases, stairs, elevators, rest rooms and corridors on the periphery of a rectangle to avoid a later conflict with changing space requirements.

The temperate climate of this area allows the use of outside corridors with shipboard height railings in lieu of the more customary interior double loaded corridors lending additional impetus to the flexible planning.

Total square footage is one hundred and forty-nine thousand square feet, accommodating in excess of thirty-six hundred students and faculty. The sixteen thousand square foot sunken landscaped court provides a pleasant pre-class waiting area for students. Escalator service extends through all classroom floors from the lower level thru the third floor with elevator service to all floors. Faculty offices and seminar rooms are enclosed in the fourth thru sixth floors.

During classroom changes the building appears to be a visually kinetic structure of people moving thru architecture.

Statement by Head of Institution

The significant features of the design of the general classroom building center around the need for a combination facility providing maximum efficiency of building
space on a limited land area. The economy of design was not only assumed, it was stressed. On the surface, a problem of this kind would appear to be quite simple, requiring only the combination of classrooms and offices and being not too dissimilar to a commercial office building. In fact, the extreme range of classroom sizes (from seminar rooms and a language laboratory to teaching auditoria of 400 and 600 student stations) to house approximately 3,420 students per hour, in addition to offices of varying requirements for approximately 200 faculty in different disciplines, presented an architectural challenge. The architects also were asked to provide a structural system giving maximum flexibility for the future rearrangement of space, and to provide a building which would become part of the student's total educational experience.

We believe that the architect has achieved an outstanding solution to the several problems by designing a high-rise structure employing a single-loaded corridor and locating all fixed elements on the periphery of a rectangle. The prevailing breeze is utilized to cool the courtyard and to dry the exposed walking surfaces on the exterior corridor.
There must be a reason so many Cat Engines are working in Texas!

WRONG! There are MANY reasons!

- The population of Cat-built Engines in Texas is exploding. More and more applications are demanding the dependability and economy that Caterpillar-designed power units deliver.

The reasons are many: More power in a trim-sized package; low power-to-weight ratio; four-cycle design; high torque rise; efficient and complete fuel combustion; minimum attention and maintenance; exceptional quality standards for all components; immediate service availability.

And the results are many, too: Lowest hourly operating costs; assured reliability; constant delivery of specified power; long life; high trade-in value.

Let our engine specialists present reasons why you should power up or repower with Caterpillar... and prove the results.

Cat Engines range to 1550 HP (max.) in single unit installations... Cat Electric Sets range to 800 KW (standby) in single unit installations... are diesel or natural-gas fueled... serve as prime power or standby power.

Your CATERPILLAR Dealers in TEXAS

- WEST TEXAS EQUIPMENT CO.
  Amarillo • Lubbock
- RUST TRACTOR
  El Paso • Albuquerque,
  Farmington, Hobbs (N.M.)
- TREANOR EQUIPMENT CO.
  Abilene • Odessa • Pecos
- HOLT MACHINERY CO.
  San Antonio • Austin
- DARR EQUIPMENT CO.
  Dallas • Gladewater • Waco
  Wichita Falls • Texarkana
- MUSTANG TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO.
  Houston • El Campo
  Lufkin • Beaumont
- B.D. HOLT CO.
  Corpus Christi • Weslaco
  Brownsville • Victoria

Caterpillar, Cat and Celectrator are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co.
There is no easy way to pick an architect. True, there are some general rules that can be stated, pitfalls that can be warned against, pointers that can be offered about what to look for in an architect and his work—and all of these things are done in the following pages.

But there is no magic formula for selection. "Listen," said a man in charge of building some $10 million in retail stores a year when asked how he does it, "if you come up with a good system, let me know."

In reality, systems and procedures are less important in this perilous quest than is the disposition of the client. To the task he must bring good intentions, an open mind, a hardy sales resistance and a willingness to take the time and trouble to learn something of what architects and architecture are all about.

To some clients, used to making clear-cut decisions about clear-cut problems, all of this seems impossibly hazy and imprecise. They seek an easy way out, turning to acquaintances, to brothers-in-law, to big, briskly businesslike architectural firms, or to the even bigger organizations which offer a neat package of construction services. Sometimes they get fairly good buildings, but they do not often get architecture.

Hence the stress on good intentions. All things being equal, the client gets about as good a building as he wants. To achieve architecture—a building which is soundly put together, which works well and which is an ornament to its surroundings and a source of deep satisfaction to its occupants—the client must have a strong drive to do so. His motivation may be simple pride, public relations, a feeling of responsibility to the community and the building’s ultimate users. Whatever the reason, he must actively want the building to be something far more than mere shelter.

And then he must try to select the right architect. Otherwise, the best of intentions are wasted. Many a client who starts out with a desire to be a party to greatness winds up a patron of mediocrity, all through making the wrong choice. Selecting an architect is by no means the only decision the client has to make during the building process, but it is far and away the most crucial.

Formal competition: it may be worth the trouble

There does exist one cut-and-dried method of making the choice, which perhaps should be dealt with first. It is the formal architectural competition, held under the code for architectural competitions (AIA Document B451), established by The American Institute of Architects, in which the client hires a professional adviser, sets up a jury and invites architects to submit designs based on a common program.

Architectural competitions are popular sport in Europe, but they have never really caught on in the United States. Indeed, it is not difficult to make a case against them: they can be expensive to stage (the AIA code requires compensation to the professional adviser, the jury and the finalists). They sometimes tend to drive out the busier, better-known firms who simply don’t have time to take a flyer. They can deprive the client of the chance to closely investigate the extra-design abilities of the firm that gets the jury’s nod.

And yet the formal competition is the nearest thing to a sure-fire system for attaining superior architecture—a system that lets the client see a facsimile of the product before a designer is selected and provides a panel of experts to guide the choice. It is especially well-suited to public projects: it is, after all, a particularly democratic way to pick architects, and it also takes some of the political pressure off the public client. Most important, it often leads to a freshness
and excitement not often found in public buildings. There is reason to question, for example, whether Boston would have the prospect of such a vigorous new city hall had the architects been selected and retained directly by the city government.

_The first list: where to go from the yellow pages_

For the majority of clients, who don’t feel a full-scale competition to be feasible, the search for an architect begins with a list of names. If they are habitual clients or long-time architecture buffs, they probably start with some names in mind. If not, however, they are likely to be seen staring at the yellow pages of the telephone book and wondering where to turn.

Some turn to the local chapter of the AIA, but more often than not come away disappointed. The AIA is a membership organization, and in prudence cannot be expected to make qualitative distinctions among those who pay it dues. Many architects, moreover, stoutly resist classification as specialists, and in some localities the AIA office is forbidden even to suggest architects who have done a great many buildings of one type or another.

The best advice that can be offered the bewildered client at this point is to enter into a crash program of self-education and to pick the brains of all accessible experts shamelessly. Architectural buff or no, if he has the firm intention to achieve a good building, he probably has some standard of what a good building is. The goals of the education program are to develop these standards further and to find some architects who seem to offer promise of meeting them.

One starting point is in the pages of the architectural magazines, which convey a feeling of what is currently being built and may even contain work by architects in the client’s own locale. The AIA chapter may conduct an awards program or have available a guidebook, both of which give some indication (though far from an infallible one) of the practitioners whom the architectural community considers its leaders. But the most instructive procedure of all is for the client to visit new buildings, to get their “feel,” and then to find out who designed those to which he responds most positively.

As for the expert counsel, it should be sought on both sides of the fence, among clients as well as architects. Acquaintances or colleagues who have gone through the process of selection recently are rich sources. It is harder on the architects’ side: who could summon the nerve to ask Macy’s to recommend a good department store? Good prospects here are architect friends who are employees of large offices, architectural journalists and architectural educators. Journalists and educators are often chary about recommendations, however.

_The matters of chauvinism, size and specialization_

The making of the first list of potential candidates involves more than knowledge. It also involves some tough decisions about matters on which even the most expert disagree. Among them, in fact, are perhaps the three most hotly debated questions about the selection of architects.

The first is whether the client should consider only local firms. If he is a staunch member of the Shop at Home Committee of the chamber of commerce, the question may well answer itself. National concerns who want to become “part of the community” also may find it prudent to use only home-grown talent. Local public agencies, notably school boards, often are subject to some rather unsubtle pressures from the architectural fraternity not to look too far afield. And even beyond such considerations, there are good reasons to have the architect close at hand during the design and construction process.

Unhappily, however, some communities are not rich in the kind of talent required to produce superior work. The client who wants a building of genuine quality may be forced to look elsewhere. After all, the desire to give the community such a building is local pride of an admirable sort. The hometown architects should understand, they are professionals, not juvenile gang leaders carving an area into unimpeachable turfs. As for the convenience of having the architect nearby, it can often be attained through an association between the out-of-town architect and a local firm.

The second knotty question involves the project’s size. If it is a large and complex job, should only big firms be considered? The big firm, of course, will answer yes. It will claim, with a good deal of justification, to offer a wider range of services than a small office. The big firm will also point out that it takes both manpower and experience to manage the myriad details involved in a sizable project.

These are compelling arguments—if the client is satisfied that the big firm will also deliver quality. Some do, but here another harsh fact must be faced: there are enormous architectural offices, turning out enormous quantities of work, which have yet to do a good building. What may be a large job to the client, moreover, may be run-of-the-mill to the big firm and may wind up in the hands of a 22-year old designer in one corner of its huge drafting room.
There are two alternatives. One is to engage a medium-sized firm with a hard core of superior personnel which is willing to expand its production staff for the job. The client must balance the risks involved against the likelihood that the firm will throw all of its talents unstintingly into his building. The other is, again, an association, this time of a small design office with a big firm to handle production and perhaps construction contract administration.

A word about such associations: they are a little like shot-gun weddings, particularly if the two firms have both been contenders for the commission. There should be a precise understanding about who is in charge of what; otherwise, design ideas can be lost in endless bickering and compromise. Also, even though the two firms share the fee, the client should understand that he will be putting out a little more in expenses. Whether the association is worth it is his decision.

The third and final point of controversy is whether the client should seek only those architects who have solid experience in the type of building at hand. Phalanxes of specialists have grown up around those types which are especially complicated in program or function, such as schools, hospitals, laboratories and factories. Often these specialists know the client’s problems better than he does. They can make his life a great deal easier.

But sometimes the specialist becomes so steeped in the client’s problems that the process of design becomes automatic—and the building looks it. His expertise is not to be dismissed lightly, but it should not be overweighted. Often a fresh solution comes from the application of a fresh talent, even a young talent. A good many outstanding buildings have resulted from the encounter between an imaginative architect and a new problem complex enough to be challenging.

The interview: the selection process gets personal
The client now has his preliminary list. It is not too long, and nicely assorted among architects far and near, big and small, experienced and untrammeled. The next step is an entertaining one. He should contact each of the candidates, explain the nature of his project and invite them to submit information on their offices and their past work. The next few days’ mail will bring him an amazing variety of missives, ranging from chaste professional communications to thick, multicolor brochures. Careful study, culling fact from fancy, should enable him to further trim the list to those he wants to interview.
“In the end,” an Architectural Forum editorial once said, “a client has to trust two people: himself and his architect.” The interview is generally the first face-to-face encounter between the two. One of its principal functions is to give an indication whether their coming together produces that special chemistry required for joint participation in creative effort. The reaction is indefinable—it is more than a matter of mere compatibility—but it must be real if something of worth is to result from the association.

An important corollary of the statement just quoted is that architecture is, in the final analysis, a personal matter, whose creation is best not left to committees. Until now, we have used the word client in the singular. Something in the nature of modern institutions, however, seems to require the setting up of committees for tasks like choosing architects. It is probably unavoidable, and it can turn out all right if one condition is met: that a single, strong individual on the committee be given prime responsibility for the screening process of voices and ideas that will produce only contradictions, confusion and, in the end, mediocrity.

No two architect-client interviews are quite alike. Some clients like to visit the architect in his natural habitat; some feel safer meeting the architect on their own home grounds. Some architects appear wreathed in smiles and flanked by vice presidents in charge of client development (salesmen); some come alone and sit quietly, willing to let their work speak for them. In the normal course of the interview, the client explains his project in more detail and asks the architect about his office and his experience. The architect attempts to relate his capabilities to what seem to be the client’s needs. Somewhere along the line, each forms the important first impression of what the other would be like to work with.

There are, of course, a few general types the client should be warned away from: the architect who shows more interest in the smoothness of his pitch than in the specifics of the job at hand; the architect who claims to have developed startling, cost-cutting innovations; the architect who comes to the interview already bearing a sketch of what the building might look like and, most sinister of all, the architect who hints that he might be able to shave the fee a bit. The AIA chapters put out schedules of recommended fees which have met the tests of fairness to both sides. The architect can suggest that the fees be higher than the schedule if extra services are required, but beware if he offers to make them lower.

The client will not work solely with the architect himself, and so should get to know the others in the

Hambleton Lake House — Lake Tawakoni
Dale E. Seltzer, Architect

how to pick an architect
office who will be importantly involved in the project (a step which can be accomplished either in the initial interview or as a follow-up). Included here are the structural, mechanical, electrical and acoustical engineers, whether they are on the architect’s staff or are to be engaged by him as consultants.

The client is now almost ready to make the choice, but not quite. The final proof of an architect is in his buildings. The client’s final step, then, is a careful investigation of each surviving candidate’s past work.

**The tour: what to look for in the architect’s work**

The operative word is investigation. This does not mean turning again to the magazines, nor driving by the architect’s buildings, nor even walking through them with him and saying periodically, “Isn’t that nice!” (If it really isn’t very nice, the client’s best line is, “Say, this is a building.”) It means finding out how expeditiously the buildings were built, how much they cost, how well they work and, once again, how they feel as human environment. Advice on procedure would go something like this:

First of all, give the architect a fair shake: let him suggest which of his buildings you should look into. Then steel yourself not to look for the shadow of your building in them. Your building, influenced by your own needs and nature, may turn out to be quite different, even in the hands of this architect.

Next, ask for an advance look at the program for the building you are studying (or a verbal summary if the program does not exist on paper). This way you will have an idea of what the architect was expected to deliver.

Approaching the building, look to see how well it fits into its immediate surrounding, particularly if it is in a key location or a neighborhood whose character demands particular respect. Case the exterior, weighing your reaction to the use of materials, the general scale, the proportion of one part to another.

Once inside, do the same and also take note of the handling of light, both natural and artificial. (But don’t blame the architect for the furnishings without checking who chose them.) Think back to the program and try to form some impression of how well the building fulfills its function. During the tour, don’t hesitate to ask the architect about any aspect of the building you find questionable.

Later, arrange to see the building’s owner. Tactfully probe further into the building’s function; try to determine how the job went; get as much information as you can about costs. If the owner is reluctant to give you specific figures, at least find out how close the final cost was to the architect’s estimate. But do not necessarily take all the owner says at face value. If the building came in high, it could have been because he insisted on changes, or simply because building costs in general rose between estimating and bidding.

Finally, if possible, talk to the contractor. Try to find out from him how complete the plans and specifications were, whether they came in on time and generally how the architect performed as construction administrator. But, again, beware. There is a continual cold war of sorts between contractors and architects, so carry an ample supply of salt.

Such a procedure may seem tedious, but nobody said it wouldn’t be. The more time and thought the client puts in, the less likely he is to make a mistake in his choice of an architect, the results of which can only be a building that neither looks, feels, nor work well. And that is a terribly prominent, terribly permanent, kind of mistake to make.

The information in this series of articles is from The American Institute of Architects new 18-page publication, “Your Building & Your Architect.” The booklet is for distribution by AIA members to prospective building owners and can be purchased from the Institute’s Document Division at The Octagon for $25 for 100 copies and 50c each for less than 100.
design idea: one material insulates above and beyond!

All-weather Crete
INSULATION

AWC performs "above and beyond" the expectations of ordinary insulations. It is applied hot and dry to roof decks, plazas, parking decks and ice rinks. When compacted in place to a specified thickness, it provides slope to drains. This monolithic layer also compacts around irregularities, and provides a smooth surface ready to receive a membrane.

These and many more AWC features open the door to new architectural designs utilizing All-weather Crete. Call Silbrico for complete details and specifications.
ISRAEL HERMAN STEIN
AIA

Israel Herman Stein, AIA, has been appointed to the national headquarters of the American Institute of Architects as Director of Urban Design Programs.

Mr. Stein was born in Houston, and received a B.S. in Architecture from the University of Houston in 1952, and a Bachelor of Architecture in 1953. The following year he received a Fulbright Student Exchange grant to study at the Technische Hochschule in Stuttgart, Germany, and in 1967 he received a Master of Regional Planning degree in City and Regional Planning from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He served in the U.S. Army for two years, and has traveled extensively in Mexico and Europe. Mr. Stein has taught at the University of Houston, University of Southwestern Louisiana, and the University of Texas. He was a principal in the Luciano and Stein Associates Architectural and Engineering firm in Houston, 1961-63, intern in the National Capital Regional Planning Council in Washington, 1966, and director of planning design for Gassner / Nathan / Browne / Seabrook, Architects, Planners, Inc., in Memphis, for the past year.
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DIMENSIONS IN STEEL

At HemisFair
With Mosher

New dimensions in steel have been brought to San Antonio by Mosher to support the architectural designs marking this World's Fair as one of the greatest expositions ever produced.

Whether it be a joist, 90 ft. long, used in the Confluence Theater; or a truss, 190 ft. long, weighing 72 tons; or a girder 120 ft. long, 12 ft. deep, weighing 48 tons, used as a support in the Convention Center. Mosher will be there.

Thousands of visitors from all over the world will visit HemisFair and will take with them many memories of the City and the people of San Antonio.

You won't see it . . . . . But it's there. Mosher's steel behind the scenes making the architectural designs of the buildings as strong as they are beautiful.

Dimensions in Steel at HemisFair . . . . A Proud Moment In Mosher's History.
The solar screen on this new office building in Mobile, Alabama illustrates the highly imaginative results that can be developed with precast white concrete. The screen, made up of 21,000 8” x 16” units, is set the width of a narrow balcony out from the windows. This provides good visibility to the surrounding area yet maintains full protection from the sun in all seasons.

Precast white concrete solar screens, window walls, and curtain walls of outstanding beauty are available in all parts of the country today—thanks to TRINITY WHITE portland cements and the capable products’ plants who can translate your design into practical, economical building materials.

The historic Octagon which once served as the temporary White House and has been part of the national headquarters of its owner, The American Institute of Architects, since 1899, is the subject of a new booklet, "The Octagon," just published by the AIA.

It traces the building's beginnings in 1789, when Colonel John Tayloe, friend of General George Washington, commissioned Dr. William Thornton, who also designed the Capitol, to design the town house, through its present use by the AIA. The 16-page booklet describes, among other interesting events, The Octagon's occupation by the French Minister during the War of 1812, and later occupation by President and Mrs. James Madison in 1814 after the British burned the White House. In the second floor Treaty Room, President Madison established his study, and in it ratified, on February 17, 1815, the Treaty of Ghent, which established lasting peace with Great Britain.

As the booklet is being released, architectural research is underway prior to further restoration of The Octagon as a National Historical Landmark. J. Everette Fauber, Jr., AIA, of Lynchburg, Va., is the architect in charge of the restoration. He is trying to determine, among other points, the original purpose and destination of a tunnel which starts at the rear of The Octagon and curves around to 18th where it is sealed off; where the original plans of the house are; when the hipped roof was put on in place of the flat roof and parapet (the flat roof is now the attic floor), and when the mansion first became known as The Octagon (actually it does not have eight sides). Anyone having such information is requested to contact Mr. George Pettengill, Hon. AIA, Librarian at The Octagon.

Single, complimentary copies of the booklet are available upon request to Information Services at The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. Bulk orders, costing $5 per 100 copies, should be addressed to AIA's Document Division.
There's nothing new about brick schoolhouses.

Except... Double Wall Systems by Acme Brick.

NEW beauty comes into any school with interior brick walls. Their color, texture and pattern create a subtle difference in the classroom environment. A pleasant and attractive decor helps improve attendance and attention. Permanently, because the beauty of brick endures through many generations.

BRICK Double Walls provide better sound control that makes it easier for teachers to teach, easier for students to learn.

DOUBLE Wall Systems also allow significant new economies. Like superior insulative qualities that hold down heating and cooling costs. Like lower maintenance costs. Like walls that never need painting.

WALL of brick outside. Wall of brick inside. Put them together for a functional design of greater strength.

CONSTRUCTION is simpler because you have fewer crafts to coordinate. Faster, too, because the walls are finished when you top them out. Nothing new about brick schoolhouses? Don't you believe it! Write for literature on Acme Brick Double Wall Systems. Technical assistance is yours for the asking.
One hundred and twenty-five Hospital Administrators and Department Heads; Architects and Engineers attended the recent Institute on Extended Care Facilities. The Institute was conducted by the Texas Hospital Association, Council on Construction and Plant Operation and Council on Administrative Practices and sponsored by the Texas Society of Architects. The sessions covered: Determination of Need for Extended Care Facilities; Two Architectural Approaches; Capital Financing; Requirements for Medicare Certification; Elements of Reimburseable Costs and Establishing and Staffing an Extended Care Facility.

Nursing Unit for Presbyterian Village, Dallas; Harper & Kemp, Architects.
Three Nursing Units of 68 beds each (each Unit consists of two or three nursing divisions working out of a combined Nurses Station). The cruciform plan limits to 100 feet the distance from the center of the Nursing Station to the most remote patient room.

Dining and recreation spaces arranged for flexibility of use and sized at 40 square feet per bed are located in the central building and facing onto three interior courts. Gift Shop, Canteen, Barber and Beauty Shops are adjoining. Small areas are set off for reading, cards, billiards, etc.

Physical and Occupational Therapy facilities are located in the Central building. Examination and Treatment Rooms are located at each Nurses Station. X-Ray and Laboratory and Pharmacy facilities are provided.
Now...USS Ultimet Curtain Wall Components

...available in USS Cor-Ten Steel

Ultimet curtain wall framing members in Cor-Ten steel include the mullion (in 3½", 4½" or 5½" depths) and the outside horizontal retainer cover or muntin. All other components and the snap-on section on the back of the mullion are of stainless steel.

USS ULTIMET, the latest idea in competitive cost curtain wall components, now comes in USS Cor-Ten Steel as well as stainless steel. Cor-Ten steel, which “paints” itself, actually coats itself with a dense, oxide skin that virtually stops corrosion. It weathers to a rich russet color and does not require maintenance painting.

Cor-Ten high-strength low-alloy steel is the natural material for building exteriors that will give you a distinctive, attractive finish that will last a lifetime. USS ULTIMET Roll-Formed Curtain Wall Components go up fast, easy, and fit precisely. Most members snap-lock into place. There’s no on-site cutting, no welding, no exposed fasteners, no clutter. USS ULTIMET Curtain Walls are clean and uncomplicated. But perhaps the best part is the economical cost. USS ULTIMET is priced to compete with other materials which possess less strength, beauty and permanence.

Take a good look at good-looking, cost-saving USS ULTIMET Curtain Wall Components in Cor-Ten steel—before you build or remodel. Write for a free copy of our folder, ADUSS 88-2932, to United States Steel, P.O. Box 86 (USS 5368), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230... or contact a USS Architectural Products Representative through the nearest USS Construction Marketing or Sales Office. USS, ULTIMET and Cor-Ten are registered trademarks.

USS Ultimet Wall Framing Components
The University of Texas School of Architecture in considering new programs will incorporate continuing education for the profession in its summer program. For practicing architects or personnel from the Architectural Firms in the State, the School through the University Extension Division will offer an opportunity for a selected number of architects to participate in a continuing education workshop dealing with the planning and development of community junior colleges. Three teams, comprised of fourth year honor students, graduate students from educational administration, professional architects, and architecture professors will work together exploring in depth the multi-faceted problems involved in site selection and design of a Community Junior College. Other departments within the University and outside consultants will be called upon to consult on issues of economics, sociology, psychology, etc.

This workshop should be of particular interest to professional architects in light of the great number of new Junior Colleges being planned in Texas. The workshop will provide the opportunity to become involved in the total process of Junior College Planning.

Case studies for the City of Austin will be used as a vehicle for development and testing of prototypical models. Each team will be responsible for establishing criteria for determining location, educational program, and environmental qualities. The workshop will be divided into four phases. Each phase will not be a separate entity, but rather a part of a dynamic interacting whole and will be considered as such. The four phases will be as follows:

**June 6-14** Establishment of general goals and criteria for location, educational program, and environmental qualities.

**June 15 - July 3** Analysis of existing junior colleges in relationship to stated goals and criteria.

**July 8-26** Development of prototypical model.

**July 17 - Aug. 23** Application of model.

**Aug. 24** Public review.

On Friday May 17, there will be a seminar covering the planning of a community junior college, at which time material will be presented to each workshop participant. Each participant must become familiar with this material by June 6.

All interested persons are invited to participate, without charge, in the seminar on May 17th and the Public Review on August 24th.

Interested architects are invited to participate in the workshop as a member of a team for one or more two week periods between June 6 and August 23. A fee of $50.00 will be charged for each two week period of participation. Application may be made to the Division of Extension, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712. Dr. Norris Hiett, Dean. Any questions regarding this program should be directed to Professor Richard Dodge of The School of Architecture.

Other departments and agencies assisting and cooperating are:

- State Coordinating Board, Mr. William Martin, Director of Facilities Planning
- College of Education, Dr. C. C. Colvert, consultant on Junior College education
- Center for Higher Education Studies, Professor Lanier Cox, Director
Strongwall's special design grabs hold of mortar four ways for the strongest bond available...with over 300% more gripping power than plain reinforcing. Quality mortar cannot be effective if your reinforcing material doesn't do its job. MidSTATES Strongwall Masonry Reinforcing is engineered to grip mortar better, four ways.

1. Strongwall side rods are knurled on four sides. The rough, indented surface gives better bonding power...better gripping.

2. Cross bars are welded over side rods as recommended by National Bureau of Standards and Corps of Engineers allowing mortar to flow around reinforcing.

3. Side rods are also deformed with a series of 10-degree bends which work together with knurling to give Strongwall its superior grip.

4. Cross bars extend ¼ inch beyond the side rods giving more bonding surface and distributing stresses more evenly across the weld.

For full details on MidSTATES STRONGWALL LADDER TYPE MASONRY WALL REINFORCING, send for our illustrated catalog. Truss type reinforcing is also available. Write for complete information.

STRONGWALL Reinforcing Grips Masonry Walls Four Ways!

MID-STATES STEEL and WIRE COMPANY / Southwest Branch: Sherman, Texas
Home Offices: Crawfordsville, Indiana / Branches in Jacksonville, Fla., Greenville, Miss.